Abstract: Similar information purification and mining methods in the past are generally of low precision and weak usability. Therefore, we propose a method to dynamically update time series, that is, a similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating. The method is used to implement regional linear time similar information time series by using rise analysis and linear regression analysis. Extreme value standardisation method is used to collate linear region so that the data in time series can be compared in parallel and the description of similar information feature is realised. Vertically align the two head-ends of time series to be purified; high precision purification is achieved by calculating the similarity of characteristics similarity displacement representation between two segments of similar information. Experimental verification shows that compared with previous methods, the recall F * value is the highest among different methods for five dataset, and the time cost of the proposed method is shorter than other methods. It was believed that .purification and mining performance of the proposed method is stronger with shorter time cost.
Introduction
Internet information mainly comes from web browsing and application software . Similar information purification and mining technology for the internet is mainly carried out in text and multimedia mining. The purpose is to extract the attributes which are effective and have a certain difference degree hiding in different text data, distinguish between similar information, and provide background support for information managers' decision-making work. The developed mining techniques generally begin from three aspects, including behaviour mining, structural mining and attribute mining of similar information. Behaviour mining is to conduct similarity analysis based on the behaviour of network users. The purification accuracy is high but difficult to implement, and data analysis task is too heavy; structural mining is mainly to build the chain structure between similar information through chart analysis, which is suitable for use in small-scale internet; attribute mining is to deeply mine the useful attributes from physical text or multimedia data with advantages of wide range of applications and simple realisation, but similar information purification accuracy is relatively low. The reason for different limitations of the above mining methods is because of large data of similar information, not strong integrity, fuzzy attributes, large association rate, multiple participants and obvious dynamic change (Burke et al., 2015) . Huang et al. (2015) proposed a FCA method to mine all the similar traces of entities. It is able to mine similar traces of peer entities with high accuracy. However, operators' advertisement linking introduces in a wide range of noise to similar information, which affects the accuracy of similar information purification. Cohen et al. (2015) proposed a multiple purification method to purificate and mine the similar information, the time series of similar information is used by this method of purification, and good time series is the guarantee of reducing mining time and improving the precision of purification.
In this paper, a similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating is proposed so that purification and mining work achieves a wide range of applicability and high accuracy. Firstly, implement regional linear time similar information time series by using rise analysis and linear regression analysis, and standardisation operation of extreme values. Then, compared the data in time series in parallel and realised the description of similar information feature. Finally, vertically align the two head-ends of time series to be purified and mined.
2 Similar information high precision purification mining method based on time series updating
Regional linearisation
Time series are frequently used in various modern processing techniques. They have two properties, namely, descriptive ability and spatial continuity. Descriptive ability means that time can be expressed by a specific data and spatial continuity means that time series can be infinitely extended in space. Due to the attribute constraints of time series, it is necessary to ensure the validity and discretisation of the information after time series updating which facilitates the similarity calculation of similar information when similar information is used to improve mining work. Regional linearisation has the ability of strong description and precise division, which is a traditional time series display way (Liu et al., 2015a ). After regional linearisation, different time series regions are structurally isolated and have the function of introducing certain time information into a variety of resolutions for independent resolution, while supporting high dimensional region division. Time series of information is divided into small areas by regionalisation, and the details of information are drawn in all directions to improve similar information comparison. Different similar information time series division regions number brings different extraction efficiency and purification accuracy (Deng et al., 2015) , because similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating focuses on improving purification accuracy, and set a higher value for the number of time series divided region number. Similar information area linearisation refers to describe multi-segment adjacent areas spatial alignment with the use of chronological order (Cai et al., 2015) . Figure 1 is schematic diagram of similar information area linearisation. We can see from Figure 1 that when similar information is nonlinear, take curve slope transition point to make a linear change, and when similar information is linear, directly divides the region.
Nonlinear similar information area linearisation process will use two methods: rise analysis and linear regression analysis, and the specific process are as follows:
1 Assume that the length of similar information time series is n, which is expected to be divided into j segments, the relationship between n and j is . 3 n j [] is a positive integer, 3 n indicates that the number of regional divisions is three in the remaining every two curve slope transition points regions except for the last region (Erlandsson et al., 2016) . If characteristic attribute of similar information is known, the division point needs to be selected at a position where the attribute difference is large. In most cases, characteristic attributes of similar information are unknown, and the division points are randomly assigned. In division, start from the bottom of similar information time series.
2 Linear regression analysis of each segment is done, and through line segment aggregation points, use formula Reimann and Smet-Nocca, 2015) to calculate the standard deviation of each region. l in the formula is the length of time series small area, d m is regional information point similarity residual, d m is the straight line distance between division point and its initial correspondence point which are numerically equivalent, and m is the number of area information points.
3 Use B set for the convergence of each area standard convergence, B = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , …, e j }, and collect all the corresponding regional information of small values in the collection together, calculate the standard deviation, and input them to B * set.
4 Cycle process (3), and request for the similar information time sequence in B * set.
The detailed process of linear regression analysis is: Set y iL and y iR are the information value of the starting point and the end point of i short time series, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, m is the number of linear regions in similar information, t i is the corresponding time of i short time series, t j = n (Kenyon et al., 2015) . S is time series division area set, S = {(y 1L , y 1R , t 1 ), (y 2L , y 2R , t 2 ), …, (y jL , y jR , t j )}. In order to facilitate 
Minimum squares method (Fleury et al., 2015) is used to fit the small segments of similar information time series in equation (1)
Ensure that the fitting error of i and i + 1 segments region is the minimum, and achieve linear regression.
Standardised operation
The principle of normalised operation is to constrain information eigenvalues in a standard framework to regulate the trend of data changes and reduce the mining errors due to the different values of the same eigenvalues. It is possible to increase characteristic difference between information and make the data in time series for parallel comparison in order to prevent the adverse effects of similar information time series different on purification precision. Common standardised means operations are divided into extreme value standardisation, z-score standardisation and fractionalisation (Hansen et al., 2015) . Region linearisation defines similar information time series into various small linear regions. Extreme value standardisation is applied to the processing of linear data. The overall operation state is of high speed and conciseness. Therefore, extreme value standardisation is used to organise the standard framework of similar information time series data. Assume a time series data A. A's characteristic is v. The maximum and minimum values of v are max A and min A . The following equation is the operation formula of extreme value standardisation, indicating the process that characteristic v is specified to interval max , min A A (Dias and Vieira, 2015) , max A and min A are the maximum and minimum value of v after standardisation, which is equivalent to time series boundary value y iL and y iR of every small segment before linear regression. min min max min max min
After extreme value standardisation, the slope k i of time series interval will change, min max min
To ensure the unity of data form, the extreme value standardisation of k i is operated, get :
Similar information feature description
In previous process, similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating gets set of different time series linear set with different similar information features. The method will describe different characteristics of similar information according to the slope. For the first linear region, s 1 is used to describe the feature description value, and its slope is 1 , k 1 0 1. k When 1 k is in different value range, its feature description value s 1 is different, which is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Feature description value
Figure 2 Similar information feature descriptions diagram
As can be seen from (Malito et al., 2015) and vice versa. Figure 2 is similar information feature description diagram corresponding i k and 1 . k There are a total of three kinds of relationship descriptions, and each relationship has shown a discrete and limited trend. In the figure, feature difference between the two segments of similar information can be accurately excavated.
Similar information purification standards
If similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating is carrying out similar information purification and mining of two time series, the features are s 1 and s i . If the number of segments of region linearisation is large enough, it can be approximated as the time series length of s 1 and s i are equal (Abdi et al., 2015) . L is the total length of the two time series. The head-ends of the two time series are aligned vertically to obtain the time series region of g segment coincidence, and the time length of the coincidence region is T g . Set the characteristic description of d segment in the two time series s d1 and s d2 respectively, and the feature description intensities of c segment by d segment are A dc1 and A dc2 , then the similar information purification standard calculation equation of the proposed method is as follows: Prabhansu et al., 2015; Guz et al., 2015) . The greater D(s 1 , s i ), the greater the similarity degree between the two pieces of similar information (Yang et al., 2015) , the proposed method achieves high precision purification of different similar degree information based on D(s 1 , s i ) calculation results.
Experimental verification

Experimental dataset
In common information of all kinds of internet networks, recruitment information has a fixed template and specific professional language with high similarity. Experimental dataset comes from the text posting information of a certain recruitment website's 'office clerk' text recruitment information in October 2016. The experimental time was 2017 March in Department of Computer and Information Science, Hunan Institute of Technology. Deletion the error text to make it semantics coherent and the remaining information is partially marked in Linux embedded system (He et al., 2015; Lui et al., 2015b) 
Verification method
Zaharieva et al. (2015) introduced a calculation method for purification accuracy, recall rate and performance measurement of similar information, which are expressed as R (p, q) , Pre(p, q) and F(p, q) . The experiment needs to calculate the precision and recall rate of different similar information purification methods results, so as to obtain the performance measurement results of each information segment, and improve the performance by using similar information's general performance measurement verification method. For similar information, p and q are respectively the total dataset and the data sequences of set O 1 , for a certain piece of similar information, there are:
In it n pq is data repetition rate between the total dataset and set O 1 , n p is the total amount of similar information data. Similar information total performance measure is expressed as F * , then:
In the formula, scan means that all the extracted mining result F(p, q) is scanned, and is the total amount of data extracted.
Experimental verification results
The experiment dataset, similar information purification and mining adopts the proposed method in the paper based on time series updating method, FCA method (in Huang et al., 2015) and multiple purification method(in Cohen et al., 2015) , scan purification and mining results with the period of 0.02s, 0.04s, 0.06s. F * value in different periods should be equal in principle, but there are bias in actual calculation, so the average of three cycles is taken as F * value's final result (Dewri et al., 2016; Sethi et al., 2015) , Tables 3, 4 and 5 recall F * value of the three purification and mining methods in different datasets. The proposed method gains the highest F * value and the mining performance is the best. The experiment carries out similar information high precision purification with five datasets without interruption. Figure 3 is the time cost of the three methods of purification. The larger data amount, the longer the time cost of the method (Gao et al., 2016) . Experimental results show that compared with the other two methods, the time cost of this method is shorter. 
Conclusions
A similar information high precision purification and mining method based on time series updating is proposed in this paper, which linearises information based on similar information time series. Information slope is used to represent information feature and characteristic similarity state is described accurately. It is intuitive, simple and gives quick response to dynamic changes. It can be an advantage in the field of information security. The experiment is to build a variety of datasets on textual information of a recruitment website, and compared with FCA method and multiple purification method, the results show that the proposed method has excellent performance in purification and mining and costs shorter time.
